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S U MM A 1 Y 
A teief lescriptloa of th« l l ^ ^ t n l j i v stroks •ovmiex, d«rel^ped Igr the 
SLeotrleal leaeazoh Aaaeelatioa (S.K,A*) i s followed by the loeatioa 
of the thnderstoa day (T.S*]),) l i s teniae statioas aad the lif^iMiag 
stroke oouater statioas throvghsut Siezxa Leoae, Tabulated results 
of thuaderstezB days, for the period Jaomsy ° ^cember 1 9 ^ 4 sM 
fXOB thirty-nicaB statioxs, are eoapared id.th lightoiiig eouat (L»G») 
figarea £r(» eig^t eountera operatiaff t h r o o ^ u t most of the saae 
period* JJelag these fifures am atteopt i s made to describe the 
pattern, of thuaderstora and lii ^ t a l a f f aotivity cveer the couatzy during 
the wrious seasons. Bie aoathly TueLatioa i n the number of T»S«9« 
aad spread of thnader orer the eouatry, aad the diuzaal Tarlatioa i n 
the tiae at which thunder i s heard, are givea aad the latter i s 
ooagMired with the diuraal rariatioa i a r a i n f a l l . 
CoBflidezatioa of future work surges ts that T«S.B. aad L.C* figures 
f«r a loafer period of tiae should be collected. Soae iaQroyemeat 
i a the desisn of the eouater i s needed so that ealibratioa oaa be 
oarried oat by seai-skilled operators. Since the S.B.A. oouater 
registers both cloud-to-oloud aad cloud-to-grouad strokes, i t would 
be useful to i n s t a l l a auaber of Malaa couatera idilch re^pLster only 
doud-to-ground strokes, Liaited ebaervatiOBS suggest that the 
flrequaacy of C/O strokes i s onch less than the frequency of C/C 
strokes, 
Iho moults f^raa Hht. o i i ^ t lightaiag oouatera ladieate that 
lightalag eooats ooeur ea: days whea thunder i s aot reported fMa 
En tko Aj^ac2±©Q0p oa ostiizato of tMs offQctivo EOASQ ©f tho 
M ^ t o i c s eomtor i s csdo tsgethes with the e f f e c t of sn'bioBt 
t e n ^ r a t a r o co the s c D D i t i v i ^ eolibrationo Essarl^ ©©imt Eoteo SQS 
tfeo Eese'&own SnctruDent a r c given o M fron uiiiella ^ i e s l patteEas ®f 
tfenaoterstoEos are ofetainofio 
A SURVEY OF THE LEVELS OF LIGHTNfllirG MD 
THUNDBBSTORM ACTIVITY IN SIE5BA LEONE. 
B. NICHOLL. 
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S TT MM A B Y 
A bdef deacxiptioa of the llg^tnias stroke: counterp developed Igr the 
EULeotaeloal Research AssociatiozL (EoB.A«) i s followed Igr the location 
of the thuEiderstozm day (T.SoSo) l i s t e n i s ^ statiozis asd the lightning 
s-teoke counter statiois throughout Sierra Iieone« Tabulated results 
of thuBderstoxm daysp for the period January- * December I 9 6 4 and 
fxoa thirtyondne stations^ are compared with lightning count (LoCe) 
figures from eight counters operating throug^ut most of the same 
period* Using these figures an attempt i s made to describe the 
pattemi of thunderstorm and ligjitnlng activity over the comtzy during 
the -rorious seasons, Ihe monthly variation i n the number of T»S«])o 
and spread of thunder over the counrtxyp and the diurnal variation in 
the time at vhich thunder i s heard, are given and the latter i s 
compared with the diurnal variation i n rainfalls 
Consideration of future work suggests that To So Do and LoO, figures 
for a longer period of time should be collectedo Some iaiprovement 
i n the design of the counter i s needed so that calibration can be 
carried out by semi««killed operatorSe Since the EoBoAo counter 
registers both cloud-to-cloud and cloud-to->giound strokes, i t would 
be useful to i n s t a l l a number of Malan counters which register only 
cloud-to-ground strokeso Li mi ted observations suggest that the 
frequency of C/6 strokes i s much less than the frequency of C/C 
strokeSo 
The results from the e i ^ t lightning counters indicate that 
lightning counlis occur on days when thunder i s not reported from 
aagr nearby statiouo Further work i s needed to determine the cenise 
of these; ^ txaneous oountSo 
In the Appendices, an estimate of the effective range of the 
lightning counter i s made, together with the effect of ambient 
temperatura on the sensitivity calibration. Eourly count rates for 
the I^eetovn instrument are given and from which -fypical patterns of 
thunderstorms are obtained* 
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l o i * ammL 
I n a desTelepiag ooantzT- i t i s lopoxtant tiiat the natural resonzcoi of 
the; eountzjr should be used to the f u l l * In Sierra Leone^ these Inelcae 
such rainerffiTlB as diamondSp iron oare and bsnxite^and nasdost produce which 
includes seme oocoap palia kejmeills and palm o i l * lEhe eountry i s boEoadly 
dlvideiL into two ssotioBs; the Rreetown peninsnls. and the rest oif -Sie 
eountzy - usually referred to as *iq)<»couatzy'o The Reeetown peaainsulap 
which is: the aost hig^ily developed part of the country, accounts for 
only 2 3 6 sq, B IS* out of a total area of 2 7 ^ 9 2 3 sq» mlso I t has. msm 
of the resources l i s t e d above butp being situated on the coast, i t 
oontalna the only ports which can be used for- shipping exports to 
oiverseas custoaers* Aay l a r ^ soaiLe expansion of iadustzy which 
depends: upoi^ i the natural zesources of the country w i l l require a. system 
of electzio power generation and distribution which w i l l supply eLeetxlo 
power to the aaeeas where these resources are to be found* Hhe present 
policy i s to build small, un»oimomioal power stations at widely 
s c a t t e r ^ parts of the country* Often these are i n small towns where 
13ie demand, which i s maizily fox domestic purposes, i s too small for any 
generating plant to run effieientlyo I t i s becoming more obvious IBist 
the possibility of a transmission aad distribution system. Unking 
1»gethez present and future power stations, most be oonsidered* 
SioEca. Leone i s a feebly' urbanised country* Bseetown has a population 
of 128 , 0 0 0 and the otd:r other major town outside the Areetoim peninsula 
i s 2 0 with a population of between 4 0 ^ 0 0 0 and 3 0 , 0 0 0 . There: are feer 
other to«Ba with populations: of oore than 10,000 and the estimate 
total population of 2pl83,000 is; scattered over the countzy giving 
a popolation deasilgr of 7^ / sq, IQ1» I M l s t this i s the f i f t h 
higjhest density i n AfEica, i t i s vezy law when compared with the 
figure of 200 / sqo mlo fouod i n the Ibitedi Kingilome I t means that 
much of the country i s s r t i l l unpopulat^L and i s covered with bush eead 
forest* I f an electric power transmission and distribution system 
i s developed i t would seem that the overhead line would be more 
economical than the underground cable* This would be true for both 
transmission and distribution^ This i s , i n fact, the mel^od xised at 
the present tlaee 
Sierra Leone i s i n the area of the world having the highest incidence 
of thunderstorms The results of this s u r v ^ w i l l show that this 
-rories i n intensity i n different parts of the countzyo I f overhead 
transmission and distribution lines are to be used to cany power to 
different parts of the countzy, a very careful choice of power line 
xoatea and location of generating stations could lead to a saving i n 
running costs and a reduction i n the number of faults caused by 
li^tningo Other factors siush as the situation of load danand centres 
and the nature of the land surfaces w i l l have to be considered, but the 
incidence and distribution of thunderstorms and lightning w i l l be of 
major is^ortanceo 
1.2o METHODS OF ASSESSING THONDEBSTOHM AND LIGHTNING ACTIVITr 
IQiunderstorm and l i ^ t n l n g aotivily can be assessed i n two wayso The 
incidence of thunder can be measured l y counting the number of days 
(2) 
during which thunder i s heard. By international agreement a i ^ 
calendar day on which thunder i s heard i s called a thunderstorm day 
(T.S.D.)^^^ irrespective of the duration or intensity of the 
thunderstorm. This i s particularly misleading in the present survey 
since, in Sierra Leone, i t sometimes happens ,that a single thunder 
cloud i s seen to develop in the mid^aftemoon, later producing one or 
two thiuderclaps and then dispersing. This will count equally with a 
day during which severe thunderstorms continue for long periods 
throughout the day. In the present work there i s one deviation from 
the international agreement. A T.S.D. i s reckoned from 0800 hrs. 
on one calendar day to 0800 hrs. on the following day. This 
arrangement has been used in other surveys and i s a more convenient 
method when recordings are being made by voluntary obseiTvers and not by 
trained meteorological staff. 
In order that more accurate measurements of the incidence of 
thunderstorms can be made, and to overcome the difficulty already 
mentioned, a number of lightning stroke counters have been designed 
The counter described by PIERCE has already been used in Sweden, 
Norway and Finland in Southern Rhodesia and in work in other 
parts of the world. So that the present results can be compared with 
world wide figures this instrument was chosen for the present 
survey I t also has the advantage of cheapness and, being 
battery operated, i t i s independent of external electricity supplies. 
A detailed description of the counter i s given on pages ^ 
(3) 
1,3. ACCURACr OF RESPMS 
Previous workers, i n this f i e l d have been able to use only trained 
meteQrological observers for recording ToS,D. readings* Since there 
are onily s i x o f f i c i a l meteorological stations, manned by trained 
observers, i n Sierra Leone such limitations are impossible. Lay 
observers have had to be used but certain factors; have reduced the 
persoaal effect i n assessing the data. Outside Freetown there i s a 
l i t t l e background noise to be confused with thunder. Watchmen are on 
duly throuj^iont the hours of darkness and at most stations there has 
been a 24 hour watoh for storms. Two checks upon the aceursc^ of 
the T,S,])o reports have been made* At seven Stations two or more 
observers have oade independent monthly reports^ These have usually 
agreed within 90 ^ Farther, \ibsa each station i s ranked 
according to i t s aimual total of T,SoDo for each of the two years 
covered by the survey, there i s slgplfloant agreement between the 
rank order for each year (see Table 1 page 6 o Since many 
stations: had a dhaage i n personnel during the period IMs indicates 
a general pattern of thunderstorm distribution and some degree of 
aecaracy of recording. I n addition. Table 2 page 7 suggests 
that, within the limitation of the small number of stations recording 
ToS,D, readings over a longer period of time (10 years), the 1963" 
1964 results follow closely the average figures for the years 
1931 - I96O. Consequently, i t i s f e l t that the data offered i n 
the following pages i s probably within the 90^ accuracy- suggested 
by KREFT and others* 
( 4 ) 
•Do assess the sGcxaeacy of the lightning stroke counter results i s laore 
di f f i c u l t * I t i s certain that the range of the counter i s greater 
than the range over which thunder i s heard* The average range of the 
counters used i n Idiis work i s assessed at 2 0 mis, (Appendix 2 page 6 9 ) 
so the number of ToS*D* used i n the LoC* Table 1 2 page 6 4 - 6 3 i s that 
recorded by any station within this range of the couotero 
The E*B«Ao counter i s known to be affected by H»To transmission lines 
butp since: there i s no such line near any of the counters., this w i l l 
not influence the accuracy of the results of the present surv^. 
K>weverp the counters have registered on days, when thunder lias not 
been reported* On one occasion the Freetown instrument was known to 
be counting some strokes ffom a storm estimated to be 1 0 0 mlSo distant 
from the counter* I n arriving at a figure for the average lightning 
count / thunderstorm day (Table: 1 3 page 6 6 ) i t i s noted tiiat the 
closest ajgceement between number of count days and number of 
thunderstorm days i s obtained i f the days on which the count was less 
than ^ are ignored. Whilst tiiis i s an arbitary figure, i t has been 
(9) 
used by other workers i n this f i e l d and does appear to give -Qiis 
close agreement already mentionedo 
The author of this report i s convincraL that the greatest source of 
error- i n using the E»B.Ae coxuxter l i e s in' the difficulty i n 
calibrating the instrument correctlye One small amendment to the 
cir c u i t was made (page 7 4 f i g . 1 0 ) which made calibration a l i t t l e 
easier, but this point needs attention i n future designs for 
counters* • 
(5) 
station Ho. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Rosikod 1963 
Besabod 1^ 64 
18 39 13 32 12 37 29 6 25 28 13 34 6 35 H 30 21 
24 39 18 33 31 38 17 5 10 .2 13 27 14 35 18 37 H 
& 
d2 
-6 0 -5 -1 19 -1 12 1 15 26 6 7 ^ 0 =7 =7 10I 
36 0 25 1 361 1 144 1 225 626 0 49 64 0 49 49 100 | 
Station TSoo 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
Sosihod 1963 
Soatssd 1964 
36 31 24 26 17 1 9 20 2 32 27 38 10 16 23 22 13 
34 26 28 32 22 25 14 36 1 30 7 29 12 6 9 18 16 
d 
d2 
2 5 =4 -6 =5 -24 -3 -16 1 2 20 9 -2 10 14 4 -3 
4 25 16 36 23 376 25 236 1 4 400 81 4 100 196 16 9 
Station Bo. 35 36 37 38 39 n ° 39 
Raakod 1963 
aosdsDd 1964 
4 19 3 3 8 
3 23 3 8 21 
d 
d2 
1 »4 0 -3 -13 
1 16 0 9 169 ° 3700 
I f R o Spe&r3Qa<'o Rank Corrolation Cooffloiont, 
H = 1 = 6d^ 
39^ - 39 
Student t = R (n - 2) / ( I - R ) 
= 0.63 37 / (1 - 0,63^) 
t o 4<.93 
Sliaeo this io gs©ator than tho 10 lovol of t oith 37 degroos of froedea (2.7) 
i t isidieatoo a oisnifleant degroe of osrooDont. fhis sngisosts that tho T.S.I). 
rooosdo for tho tw® yoaro eonfosa to a siEiilar pattora of rolativo oovorl-^y. 
10 
Table 1. MM. ORDER OF ST&TIOffS SHOUIHG T.SoB. I963 - 1964 
(6) 
AVERAGE T.S.D. 1 : '63 - 1 9 6 4 
J F M A M J J A S 0 F D 
FREETOWN 4 5 6 4 . 5 1 3 2 2 1 0 5 . 5 1 2 1 9 1 7 . 5 6 
LUirai 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 5 4 . 5 1 9 2 0 . 5 1 2 5 . 5 16 2 0 . 5 2 1 . 5 5 . 5 
BONTHE 2 . 5 6 q 7 . 5 2 5 . 5 1 9 . 5 7 . 5 6 1 2 2 0 o 5 2 0 12 
SO 5 8 1 5 . 5 1 5 2 5 24 1 6 . 5 8 2 0 2 7 2 1 . 5 8 . 5 
EABALA 5 2 . 5 7 . 5 1 1 . 5 1 9 2 3 1 7 . 5 7 . 5 18 . 5 2 1 9 3 . 5 
DARU 4 1 0 . 5 1 5 . 5 1 0 . 5 2 4 . 5 2 2 . 5 1 6 9 . 5 1 9 • 2 5 1 6 . 5 7 - 5 
Total 18 3 1 o 5 5 6 5 1 . 5 1 2 6 1 3 1 . 5 7 9 . 5 42 9 7 . 5 1 3 3 1 0 6 4 3 
Menu 5 , 5 . 2 9 . 3 8,6 2 1 21 . 9 1 3 . 2 7 1 6 . 3 2 2 . 2 17.8 7 , 2 
9 . 7 18 . 3 3 0 28.6 6 7 . 7 7 3 4 2 . 6 2 2 . 6 5 4 . 4 7 1 . 6 5 9 . 4 2 3 . 2 
AVER&QE T.S.D. 1 9 5 1 - 1 9 6 0 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D 
FREETOWN 1 1 3 7 1 5 1 5 6 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 
LUNGI 2 5 5 1 3 2 5 2 5 1 2 7 2 0 2 7 24 8 
BONTHE 6 7 1 3 18 2 7 2 2 6 5 1 6 2 5 2 6 12 
EO 3 7 1 4 2 0 2 6 2 3 1 1 8 2 0 2 6 2 5 8 
KABALA 2 3 8 14 2 1 2 4 1 5 1 2 2 2 28 1 5 4 
DARU 3 8 1 5 2 2 2 4 2 2 1 1 9 2 3 28 2 4 7 
Total 1 7 2 9 5 8 9 4 1 5 8 1 5 1 6 1 4 3 1 1 0 144 1 2 5 4 2 
Mean 2 . 8 4.8 9.7 1 5 . 7 2 5 2 1 . 8 1 0 . 2 7 . 2 18 . 5 2 4 2 1 7 
( Msam io 9 1 7 . 1 31.3 5 2 . 3 7 4 . 2 7 2 . 6 3 2 . 9 2 5 . 2 61 7 7 . 5 7 0 2 2 . 6 
6 3 / 6 4 i 9 . 7 18 . 3 3 0 28.6 67 . 7 7 5 4 2 . 6 2 2 . 6 54 . 4 7 1 . 6 5 9 . 4 2 3 . 2 
Table 2 . COMPARISON T.S.D. 1 9 5 1 - 1 9 6 0 and 1 9 6 3 - 1 9 6 4 
(7) 
2* DESCRIPTION OF EftPIEMENT USED 
2.1o LIGHUMIHG STBOKE COuN'i'J!i& 
The instrument used for counting the number of lightning flashes i s 
-Qie E*B*Ao Lightning Stroke Counter f i r s t described by PIERCE and 
lat e r modified by GOLDE, I t i s the instrument chosen by the 
C*I*G»B*E. Study Committee No* 8 for liggitnfng measurements i n 
various: parts of the world* 
AE.RIAL 
B i 
Pig;,- 1, CIRCUIT OP E,H,A, LIGPT^O nOTlNTEB. 
Companant values 
\ 9 ^2' S 
h 
10 m 







3 U-n. Ever-Ready B 126 , 90 V. 
10,000 pP Bg Ever-Ready B 107, 90V. 
220 pF U.R. Evex^Ready LOOC 
470 pF Hivac XC 23 
8AP 
100 pF 
Cg 47 pP 
In principle the counter consists of a cold-cathode gas f i l l e d triode 
operating a discharge circuit R^C^ through an electromagnetic 
message regiister M.R. thxis recording the lightning stroke. A test 
ci r c u i t R^  Rg enables an impulse voltage of 20 V., taken from 
resistance R^, to be applied to the condenser and so allows the 
trigger potential of to be set, by means of the sensitivity 
control potentiometer , to a value 10 V. below the static strike 
voltage. In this way the sensitivity of the counter i s determined. 
The signal received from the aerial array i s passed to a resistance -
capacitance f i l t e r R^ having a maximum transmission in the range 
300 c/s to 1000 c/s. The output voltage from the f i l t e r i s applied 
to the trigger electrode of the valve. Since this electrode i s 
already at a potential of 10 V. below strike volteige, any signal from 
the aerial greater than this value w i l l cause the valve to become 
conductive. This allows the condenser C^, already charged from the 
battery c i r c u i t , to be discharged through the valve and the message 
register, and one operation i s recorded. The value of resistance 
(9) 
i s fixed so that the valve becomes noiHcondactive immediately 
following the discharge bo> saaHiag condenser to be recharged 
ixb readiness for the next o>peration« 
A r ^ A t a n c e Rg aod a capacitazise are connected between aerial 
and earth to prevent excessive static voltage being accumulated on 
the aerialo Zhe voltage-dependait reslator protects the 
apparatus from excessive voltages on the aerial« Only on one 
occasion was this resistor damaged and this from a C/G strike 2 0 0 yds, 
distant fjrom the installatiouo 
2 . 2 ATgPTAT. ABPAY 
Details of this are. showni im Figo 2 page 1 1 o I t consists of 
s i x parallel copper vires, each 4 5 f t e long and l/8 th« inch diameter, 
apaced 6> inches apart and j:oined i n good electrical contact at each 
ewU Que end of the aesrLal i s Iteld, ty means of two 3 3 
insulators, at ground level and the other end at a height of 3 0 f t o 
supported on a wooden electric power line pole. She pole rests on 
a metal earth plate 4 f t , z 2 f t , and 6 f t o below ground level from 
i ^ c h an earth connection to the counter i s madOo Xhe connection 
between the aerial and the instrument i s made by heavily insulated 
conductor so that the total resistance betweeai aerial and earth 
terminals at the counter i s never less than 3 M S o In order to 
maintain this hi£^ value of insulation resistance, the insulators 
are protected from the zain by two rain shields and are painted with 
a. resin conqpound. At each s i t e the aerial array i s situated well 

































( 1 1 ) 
awajr from t a l l stsniotures or tre& with a separation of at least 
tvice the beigjit odT the structure between obstacle and aerialo I t 
Sibould also be at least 1000 fto distant fxoa any Mg^-tension 
transmission lineo I n Sierra Leone the latter condition was easy 
to Bstisfy since there are few transmission lines of any descriptiono 
After the experience gained i n installing; the f i r s t three counters, 
(at Sreetown, Teogana and Bo)p the aerial array was changed to one 
i n vtiidh the wires were held parallel tO' the ground and at a height 
of 1 3 fto from ito This vas found to be neoessaxy because of the 
difficulty of obtaining and handling 4 0 fto power line poles i n 
remote tqp^countiy distcLcta of Sierra LeonOs Ihe counters at 
Rokupr, LaUoip Makmiri, Eenema and Sam operated from this lype of 
ae r i a l , but i n a l l other respects were Blm11a.r to the other 
installations^ Fi& 3 paga 15 shows a. typical arrangement of the 
la t t e r type being the one at Bokupr, 
2 * 3 CALEBBATIOH OP COUllTER 
Generetl 
Zhe trigger voltage of the valve i s approximately 60 7 o "By altering 
the sensitivity Qontrol a potential 10 T below this i s applied to the 
tadgger electrodoo 
I n order to calibrate the instrument a. test circuit can be switched 
on using switch S^ aeod, by pressing switch S^, the extrai 10 V i s 
applied to the trigger eleotrodeo Eie counter should now operatOo 
Should the counter nsrt register the main trigger potential must be 
( 1 2 ) 
increased by rotating the sensitivi-fy control P^ o 
Calibration Procedure 
With switch turned to 'test* swit(A i s pressed ten times at 
intervals of 3 seconds whilst slowly rotating the sensitivily oontrolo 
When the counter operates on alternate presses the instrument i s 
calibrated correctlyo I n practice i t was fiound to be very 
d i f f i c u l t to obtain alternate operationso Appendis 3 s u ^ s t s that 
oat of ten presses any number of counts between three and seven 
should be acceptecU Ihis procedure was adopted at a l l stations. 
Since the test voltage i s obtained from a fixed tapping on the 
resistance ^ i n P^ R^ i t i s dependent upon the voltage of the 
battery and frequent calibration i s therefore necessary. 
Jsi practice the above procedure was found to be very difficult since 
e^en the s l i ^ t e s t movem^t of the sensitivity control knob could 
throw the instrument completely out of calibrationo 
On two occasions the newly erected installation was corr»»t]y 
calibrated, at a time when the surrounding a i r temperature was high, 
and each time the instrument failed to register nearby lightning 
occnring during the cooler hours of dadmess. On inspection the 
following morning the counter was found to be under-sensitive. 
Further work (Appendix 3 page 7 3 ) suggests that the EoRoA, 
Counter i s dependent ujpon temperature and that at a temperature of 
a^out 2 6 ^ C the instrument i s unstable and calibration i s 
( 1 3 ) 
iiiipossible» For these reasons a l l counters used i n the present 
s u r v ^ were calibrated at 0800 hours G,K,T» 
( 1 4 ) 
FIG. 3. COUNTER INSTALLATION AT 
ROKUPR 
THIS INSTALtATlON HAS THE AERIAL 
PARALLEL TO THE GROUND AND I S ' 
FROM IT. IN A L L OTHER RESPECTS 
IT IS I D E N T I C A L TO THE ONE 
SHOWN IN F I G . 2 PAGE I I. 
(•5) 
I N S U L A T E D S U P P O R T FOR AERIAL SHOWING 
RAIN S H I E L D . 
E.R.A. L IGHTNING STROKE COUNTER 
F IG . 3 .CONT. COUNTER INSTALLATION AT ROKUPR 
(16) 
3 o 1 L O C A g l O H A g D ISSCRIPTiag O P T .S.B. R E C O H J l g G 5TATI0HS 
Hap 
Refo 
Station Lat.I. LongoUo Alt. 
absvo 
S o L o 
Bsscriptisn of 
Station 
C 1/1 PrsetsuB 8 28 1 3 16 1 1 0 0 f t . Double statisB 
C 1/2 8 2 1 1 3 1 4 3 0 Engineering 
C 1 / 3 Loagi 8 3 8 1 3 1 4 8 3 I!Ieteer®l@gieal 
C 1/4 E i s ^ 8 28 1 3 1 2 1 0 Qedioal 
C 1 / 5 Heuton 8 2 0 1 3 1 40 Agricultural 
e 1/6 Eastings 8 2 3 1 3 9 5 0 Uissionaxy 
C 1 / 7 Pepsi 8 2 5 1 3 4 5 5 Tsehnical 
C 2/1 EUasoaki 8 18 1 2 4 8 Agricultural 
B 2j:^ 1 Eaabia 9 7 1 2 5 5 6 5 B®ubls statiea 
B 2/2 R©knpr 9 1 1 2 5 7 26 AgrieultuTQl 
C 2/2 Retifuak 8 1 4 1 2 40 ISadioal 
C 2 / 3 8 11 1 2 3 4 Llsdioal 
D 2/1 Bentho 7 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 0 ]l39teorologieal 
e 2/4 Elarespa 8 4 1 1 2 28 2 0 0 ^ebnioal 
B 2 / 3 Batkoau 9 4 1 2 2 4 Postal 
D 2/2 I l a t t ^ 7 3 7 1 2 11 7 3 School 
B 2 / 3 iM&xie, 7 3 7 1 2 7 School 
D 3/1 Epoteoa 7 5 0 11 5 9 School 
» 2/4 Sorabu 7 4 7 1 2 1 nodical 
C 2 / 7 ETjGila 8 6 1 2 5 1 6 7 BoublQ station 
C 3/1 EHesgbaraliQ 8 4 3 11 5 6 3 0 0 Seheol 
C 2 / 5 tloboai 8 5 3 1 2 3 2 7 5 I3altiple statiOB 
C 2/6 8 4 9 1 2 2 2 7 0 GovemBiont 
B 3/2 Pujohun 7 22 11 4 3 7 3 Oovemsent 
B 3 / 3 ?®xaa Bus 7 2 7 11 5 5 3 0 Agricultural 
D 3 / 4 Bo 7 5 8 11 4 5 3 3 4 ISultiplo statiea 
D 3 / 5 Bua^^ 7 5 4 11 5 4 School 
B 3 / 6 Tik0ako 7 5 3 11 4 7 UisBioaazy 
B 3/1 Sulioa 6 5 8 11 3 4 1 2 laedieal 
B 3/1 Hab&la 9 3 5 11 3 3 1 5 2 2 Double statioa 
( 1 7 ) 
1) 3 / 7 Keaoma 7 5 2 1 1 1 1 5 0 0 School 
C 3 / 2 Sede 8 9 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 Forestry 
C 4 / 3 Sogbuema 8 0 1 0 5 7 7 0 0 Missionaxy 
C 3 / 3 Uordu 8 3 7 1 0 5 7 Soheel 
D 4 / 1 Dam 7 5 9 1 0 5 0 6 3 0 £iQte@r@legioal 
B 4 / 2 Jojeiaa 7 5 3 1 0 4 7 Missionaxy 
C 4 / 1 Pondesbu 8 6 1 0 4 1 6 4 0 Agricultural 
C 4 / 2 Sandazu 8 24 1 0 42 1 0 0 0 Missioaaxy 
C 4 / 4 Eailahun 8 1 7 1 0 3 4 9 6 0 Double statiea 
Table 3 o L O C A T I O M MD D E S C H I P T i a E r OP T.S.D. S T A T I O N S 
Of the sixty five stations origiaally in tho survey t ^ a ^ tuo have 
sent a osnaplete sot of reports for the period January 1 9 6 3 to Daeeaber 
1 9 6 4 o T\?enty six stations have seat insufficient data te be included 
in this report and the reaaiaing seventeea statieas have reported for 
not less than tvjenty one senths i a the tuo years, l a this case the 
BUQber of T.S.D. i a the laiaslag ooaths have beea estimated from the 
figures fr®Q neorby statioas, Seoe of the statieas ohioh, beoause of 
iasuffioieat data, cero aot iaoluded i a drauiag the isopleths, reported 
for the f i r s t year of the survey. Their T.S.D. total for that year i s 
givea i a bradssts oa Fig. 5 & pago 26a, 
The map refereaoss givea i a ooluan 1 abo^ refer to the square nuDbers 
OB tho ^ p shorn oa page 2 0 , 
( 1 8 ) 
3 . 2 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTIOM OF LIGHTKIHG COUHTER STATIONS 
Station Lat.N. Long.Wo Alt. Description above of station 
S.L. 
Freetown' 8 2 8 1 3 16 1 1 0 0 f t . Uaiversity College 
Tengema 8 3 9 1 1 4 1 2 8 2 Diamond Mines 
Bo 7 5 8 1 1 4 5 3 3 4 Seeoadary school 
Lakka 8 2 4 1 3 1 5 S.L. ElecoEng. residence 
Rokupr 9 1 1 2 5 7 2 6 Research station 
Makeni 8 5 3 1 2 3 2 7 5 Agricultural statioa 
Daru 7 5 9 1 0 5 0 6 3 0 Amy depot 
Kenema 7 5 2 1 1 1 1 5 0 0 Else, pot7er statioa 
Table 4 . LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF LIGHTNING COUNTER STATIONS 
( 1 9 ) 
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4i. STATMEHT OF BSSUUSS 
4 . 1 . Appendix 1 (Tables), page 42 , Table 8 0, l i s t s the monthly T.S.D. 
figfxrea for I 9 6 3 - I . 9 6 4 together' with the mean values for the same 
periodo The only r ^ u l t s which are listed i n this table are from 
stations recording for at least twenty-one months out of Hie two 
year period. Where> one such station failed to submit a report for 
ai)y month, an estimated figure has been included and i s underlined 
i n the table of T.SoD. This estimation has been made on the basis 
of the number- of T.S.D. reported from nearby stations and from 
monthly patterns of distribution over the country. 
4 . 2 « - many stations reported the time of day during which thunder was 
heard. I f thunder occurred at any time during, the homr, this was 
counted as one T.S. hour. Table 9 , page 4 6 , tabulates the 
diurnal variation i n the time of thunder heard« 
4:o3« An estimate of the s^oread of thunder i s made i n Table 1 0 , page 4 7 . 
SSie number of statLonsi reporting thunder on the same day i s 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of stations operating 
on that: day.. 
4 . 4 . The daily lightning counts are given i n Table H , pages 4 8 - 6 3 . 
( 2 1 ) 
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5» DISCTSSIOff OF HJESUUSS ABD DISTRIBDTIOir OP 'i'ilUMJ)ERST0BM3 
5ol, GEOGHAPHICAL PISTRIBDTION OP ANHUAL TO!CALS 
a. All parts of Siezxa Leone esperieztce a. hlgb izicidenoe of thunderstoxm 
daySo . The h i ^ e s t meaxt couat for the period under review vas I90 at 
BOp whilst the lowest mean count was. 32 at GUM, TvO' stations 
r^orted over 5^ of the daya of the year as ToSoB^p a further seven 
stations oiver 40j( To So Do p seventeen stations over 30^ T.SoDop eLeven 
stations over 20^ ^ !PeS.D» and two statiozES over lOfo T.S.So Xhe 
highest individual annual total was I97 at XEED i n 1963o Ihat these 
figures are high w i l l be appreciated when they are compared with the 
lual means taken ffom some of the world's major c i t i e s , (Pis. 5 
T,SeI>. T«SoDo 7> 
GALCmSA 90 25 snssEf 28 7.7 
SAIGON 84 23 HAHBDRG 23 6.5 
58 15.9 BOHB 21 5o8 
EDEHES AIBES 39 lOoT j£mss 16 4o4 
CHICAGO 37 10,1 13 5.5 
BEW TQBK 51 8o5 CUBO 3 0.8 
PIGe,3. ANBUAL HEM ToSoDe FOB SOME MAJOR CITIES 
(2) 
5*1. 
>o hi Vitii results available: for only two yearSp i t i s not possible to dzawr 
with any accuracy isoceraunio lines showing places of equal number of 
thunderstoxm days by lusing mean ToSoD. figureSo Observations over a 
mao^ laasssc period of time would be needed before this could be doneo 
A more reliable guide to the geogcaphio distribution of thunderstozos 
i s achieved by- using the rank order, based on mean T,So8o figures, to 
draw th® isopletfas and to take the mean values of T.SoSo for the 
(25) 
statiOQCiB f a l l i n g on or near each line for the ma^tade of the lineo 
Ibe map of these iaopletha. i s shown i n RLg. 9 I»ee 26a o ^ 3 
indiividaal mean number of To So So for each stati(»3L i s shown alongside 
of the statiotto 
!i3ier.s are two areas of h i ^ ^ thumLerstozm izicidense following lines 
xuzming i n a general direction of north-south, She f i r s t i s along 
a. l i n e passing through BQEDPR, HASABXI and SQSTEHEo Bbkapr, i n the 
northp i s adjacent to the BIVER SGARCES, MASANKI i s i n an area having 
mani7 rivers and BQBIHEp being on SHERBRO ISLAHDp i s also siirrounded 
bgr (Ganges of laod/water surfacoo 
She second hig^ line is; i n the east of the countzy, passing throu^ 
SMSARITp MHUp south of FESSDSmBOg following the line of the HDA 
RIVERo The lowest isopleth i s that passing throu^ Omkg EESSl and 
MSTISQSo Zhes& are a l l low lying areas, at the foot of the 
COLQSnr HILLSp and on, or near, the coasto Thunder from more distant 
atoxms w i l l not be heard at these stations. Whilst FREETOWN i s not 
veiy distant from a i ^ of these placeSp the Freetown observation post 
i s on the WLlEUOGK PLATEAU a t a height of 1100 fto and so distant 
thunder i s more easily heard!. This difference between adjacent 
sites underlines the difficul-ty i n assessing thuoderstozm activily 
using the ToS«2)o me^od« 
Moving to Hie east from FreetowUp the number of ToSoSo decreases 
beyond the Colony H i l l s but begins to increase as the area of rivers 
and wet ground i s reaicAedo I t decreases again over the lowerp drier, 







F I G . S A . I S O P L E T H S O F M E A N ANNUAL T . S . D . 
(26a) 
of the east axe reached, beyond EOo Thunderstorm incidence i s h i ^ ^ 
to the east of the TIHGI H H I S and in the area of the LQHA M)niI!EAIIIS 
i n the nor-^ east* Since this area i s scarcely pSpnlated, i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to obtain reliable To So Do recordSo 
Although none of the lightning counters was operating foa^ the whole 
of the period under reviewp Tsble 6 p page 24 9 ^ ows -Qiat DARU 
has the highest lightning count per thunderstorm day (Le Co/To So Do) 
figure whilst PREETaUNp BOp LAEEA and BOEDER have a similar, but 
lower, LOCO/TOSODO rate. This would suggest that the thimderstozms 
are both more frequent and more intense i n the eastern part of the 
countxyo 
5ao 
Co One other difference betweai the east and the west of the country i s 
shown i n PigSo 6 and 7 , pages 28 and 29 « The monthly 
v a r i a t i m i n the west (marked A i n PLgo 6 ) i s of the general 
pattern illustrated i n PLgb 7 A , Qie number of ToSoDo/month i s 
lowest i n January and increases to a maximum i n Jme, whilst i n the 
east, FL& 7 B p the f i r s t marl mum i s reached i n MAYo A general 
miwi-jmim i s reached i n August with a second ma.Trtm»»ni i n Octobero The 
generally higher December ToSoD» figures for stations i n Zone B suggest 
that the rains and thunderstorms end later i n the eastern part of the 
country than in tlto vesto 
50 2o SEASOimL YARIATIOg TS DISTRIBDTION OP THDHDEBSTOmS 
Sierra Leone has two distinct seasons, the dry season txoa. Hovember 






Tig.6. zosEs OF mnwju T.S.D. 
(28) 
T Y P E X F R E E T O W N 
T Y P E D A R U 
J F M A M J J A S O N D 
F I G . 7 T W O T Y P E S O F A N N U A L V A R I A T I O N IN T . S . D . 
(29) 
a total annual r a i n f a l l of 157 insop for Ereetownp 132 ina, fa l l o 
ihi-HTBg the months June to October 
5.2. JAMOAHg ° MAY (im SEASOW) 
Bo This i s the part of the year with the lowest number of thunderstormSo 
The mean value for the countiy i s 26»8^ ToS*D. with a range of llo39^ 
to 44o4^ for individual stationSe When storms occur t h ^ are not 
generally widespreadp having a mean spread of 28*7^ of stations 
recording thunder on any single day» Thunder i s heard most 
frequently i n the later hours of the dayp with the maximum rate of 
thunder heard during any single hour occurring between 1900 - 2000 
hrs« and 2100 - 2200 hrso GoII^T. Relatively high rates are 
recorded during the early hours of the morning during the f i r s t 
months of the year. The mean IIO6»/T»S*]}, for the whole of the dzy 
season (Hovember May) i a 189o 
JAHUAHT has the lowest incidence of thunder (Sol^ ToS«D«) of any 
part of the yearo The few storms which do occur are generally late 
at night (maximum 2100 » 2200 hrs,) or i n the early hours of the 
morning (O3OO m O4OO hrs«)$ t h ^ are more fjrequent i n the latter 
part of the month and are often localised storms. 80^ of these 
storms: have a spread of less than 10$^ One or two storms are both 
widespread (60 - 69 ^) and heanry (mean II.G,/T.SO]). 203) and are 
known locally as^  the ^bush-washing* stonoso They are more frequent 
i n the upiKiountzy area (Zone B) and local farmers w i l l await the 
aanrival of these storms before starting to cut down the bush i n 
preparation for the season's planting, 
(30) 
PEBRnAHT, MARCH & AERIL have increasing numbers of thunderstoxm 
days, becoming more widespread and occurring earlier i n the day 
(maximum I9OO - 2100 hrso). Rainfall figures indicate that many 
of these days when thunder i s heard are days without raino I t i s 
during this period when thunder w i l l be heard for a very brief 
period during the afternoon or early evening without any rain 
fallingo The LOCO/TOS.DO i s low for Pebruazy (97) but increases 
i n March (I55) and April (256)0 
MAY shows a sharp increase i n the incidence of thunder, having a 
mean value for the country of 54ol9^ To So Do The storms are now 
more widespread with lo6J^ of days having thunder reported from over 
90^ of the recording stations, and are occunring earlier in the day 
(maximum I7OO - 1800 hrso). I t has already been said that the 
eastern part of the country (Zone B) reaches i t s maximum incidence 
of thunder diiring this montho Bain i s becoming more frequent 
(Freetown mean for May 7 ) and many of the thunderstorms are 
veiy intense with heavy rainfallg The mean LOC./T.SODO for Hiay 
i s 256 with individual day counts as b±0i as 2540 recorded at DARU'j 
5,2o JUHE - OCTOBER (BAIN SEASOff) 
bo This i s the season when rain becomes more widespread and continuouso 
84^ of Freetown's annual r a i n f a l l occurs, during this period. 
Thunderstorms are becoming less frequent and reaching a mixkimum for 
a l l stations in August (25.2^ T.SoD,), Thunder i s heard earlier in 
the day with a ma-rimHTn rate between 17OO - 1800 hrso and a minimum 
rate between O4OO - 0600 hrSo When thunderstorms do occur t h ^ are 
( 3 1 ) 
more widespread than i n the dry seasoop havii^ a mean spread of 
43^ with a maximum spread of 94^ and a miniimim spread of 3^ ThuSp 
from the resitlts of this surv^, i t would appear that thunder i s 
heard on every day during this season at one or more stations. The 
mean L.G./T0S0D0 for the season i s 204. 
I t i s i n JTOIE that the western half of the country (Zone A) has its; 
marimiim incidence of thunderstorms whilst the number of ToS.So i n 
Zone B i s s t i l l high« This i s restponsible for the high mean value 
of T.S.B. over the whole country for this month (54e4^ T.S.D.). 
The storms are severe (L.Ce/ToSoD. 282p with a maximum individual 
day count of 2181 at BABU) and widespreado Over 63^ of days i n 
June have thunder reported ftom more than 50^ of the recording 
stations. 
JUiy & APgPST have the maTrimijm r a i n f a l l but a low number of 
thunderstorm days (July ^%6^ ToS.B.p August 23*2^ ToS.D.), The 
srborms are not widespread nor severe (li.C./T.S.D.p ^ uly 92, August 
103). I t i s during July t|iat the thunder i s heard at -Qie earliest 
times of the day with a mart mum rate between I6OO - 1800 hrso 
During SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER the T.S.B. rate increases to a second 
maximum (56^ ToS.B.) i n October as the wet season endSo Severe 
storms are e^erienced especially towards the end of October. 
Daily l i ^ t n i n g counts of over I4OO have been recorded i n Zone B, 
(32) 
5o2o NOVEMBER - DECEMBER (DRY SEASON) 
Co These two months show a marked decrease i n ra i n f a l l but a h i ^ 
incidence of thunder i n November and early Decembero , This thunder 
i s again of the *dxy season' l ^ e being generally more localised 
( i n December 59^6^ of thunder i s reported from less than 10^ of the 
recording stations), occurring later i n the day (9.8^ of the 
December thunder i s heard between 0400 - O5OO hrSo) and being less 
intenseo The mean LOC«/T«SOD« for December i s the lowest for any 
month of the year (8l)o Although the mean T«SoDo for December 
(16,5^ ToSoD.) i s higher than that for January (801^ To So Do), the 
severe bushK'washing storms of January do not happen in Decembero 
The normal division of seasons into 'wet' and 'dry' obscures the 
real pattern of thunderstoxm activity i n Sierra. Leonoo May and 
November are both dry season months but include some of the 
heaviest thunderstorms of the year. This becomes more apparent i f 
two further suboseasons are consideredo 
5.2o MAY, JUNE. OCTOBER & NOVIMBER (ERE & POST BAIHS) 
do The wet season begins and ends with severe thunderstormso During 
this, period -&e mean number of thunderstorm days i s 52.59^ To So Do 
(range 25*8^ •> 79 .8^, the mean spread i s 54?^  of stations recording / 
day and the mean Lo Co/To So Do i s 287o I t i s during this period that 
the very b i ^ daily lightning counts are observed. 
(33) 
MAI 1424, 1940, 2540, 
JUNE 1855, 2181, 
OCTOBER 1496 a l l recorded at MRU 
NOVMBER 1339 recorded at LAKEA 
5«2o JPEE - SEPTEMBER (MP) RAIMS) 
e. Although the rain season as a whole has a f a i r l y high incidence of 
thunderstorms^ the period i n the middle of the season, July -
September, i s low i n thunders terms« The mean number of Thunderstorm 
days i a 33o2^ T.S.D., the mean spread i s only 3%Tfo and the mean 
IIOC«/T»S»D. 1560 None of the very high daily counts are recorded 
daring this, periodo 
5.3. SUMMAHZ 
Whilst i t must be stressed that the present survey has been carried 
out over too short a period for any s t a t i s t i c a l l y reliable results to 
be givenp the pattern of the thunderstorm season i s clear. A few 
severe storms — the bush-washing storms - occur i n January, 
especially i n the eastern h i l l y area. The incidence of thunder 
increases i n fl^equency and intensity from a low value i n February to 
a;, maximum value in May i n the east or June in the west, at the 
beginning of the wet season. Thunder i s heard progressively 
e a r l i e r i n the day during this period. A stidden decrease in 
thunderstorms coincides with the main rains of July and August, but 
the frequency increases to a second maximum i n October, at the end 
of the wet season. The otd-of-xains storms again appear later in 
the day. 
(34) 
This pattern of thunderstoxm activity cam be associated with the 
movement of the loT.Co and the five weather zones of West Africa 
suggested by Walker ^^^o 
I n the dry season the loT.C. i s furthest south and Sierra Leone 
appears to be within zone A/BO I n January zone A covers the 
oountiy, bringing with i t the Ejarmattano In. Pebruaxy and March 
the loToCo has begun to move northwards: and zone B brings with i t 
the possibility of thunder occurring during the afternoon or evening « 
with or without rain. During: May and Jime zone C has moved over the 
countxy and the heavy thunderstorms are associated with disturbance 
lineso I n the wet season zone D brings with i t continuous raiUo 
Walker's zone E appears not to influence the climate in Sierra Leonso 
%Ao DIOBgAL YABIATION IN TIME OP THDHDER HEARD 
The diurnal variation i n the time at which thunder i s heard i s 
con^ wured with that for r a i n f a l l i n Figo 8 , pages 36 & 37 ^^ ^^ o 
The thunder lines strengthen the view that thunder i n the dzy season 
i s generally heard later in the day or i n the early hours of the 
momingo Also during this season the man'mum time for thunder 
heard coincides^ with the time of min-fmum rainfallo This i s 
characteristic of the presence of Walker's zone B, The relatively 
high figures for both thunder and rain i n the early hours of the 
morning during the dry season also illustrates the occurroxce of 
heavy thunderstorms with heavy raino 
The graphs for the Pre & Post Bains period show that thunder i s 
(35) 
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heard i n the early evening before the heavy rain storms are 
occurringo The thunderstorms with h e a ^ rain are frequent during 
the period 2000 - 2200 hrs. with rain persisting after the cessation 
of the thundero 
6„ FDTURE WORK 
6.1o I f lightning count and thunderstorm figures for Sierra Leone are to 
be as reliable as those for other parts of the world, t h ^ must be 
oollected for a longer period of time. The Sierra Leone 
Meteorological Department has only a. few o f f i c i a l meteorological 
stations, and so i t i s essential that the observers used i n this 
s u r v ^ be organised to continue their recordings. 
6.2. Some improvement i n the design of the E.ReA. Lightning Counter i s 
necessazy. The calibration procedure i s too diffi c u l t for the 
type of operator found i n a country like Sierra Leoneo At the same 
time, i t would be advantageous i f some method of ionising the valve 
could be found \ ^ c h would not be a heavy drain on the batteries. 
Since the EoR.A. counter i s resfponsive to both cloud - to - cloud 
and cloud - to - ground lightning strokes, i t would be valuable i f 
a member of MALAIT counters which record only cloud - to -
ground strokes, could be put into operation i n Sierra Leone. From. 
a very limited number of visual counts the pr^ent author estimates 
that only one or two out of every ten lightning strokes are from 
cloud to ground. 
(39) 
6 e 3 o I t i s clear that the lightning covrnters) are registering oa days vhen 
thunder i s sot reported fxom any station near the oountero I f the 
number of T,S,]}, stations could he increasedp especially im areas 
surrounding the counter sitesp these spurious counts oig^t be partly 
explained^ Bat i t i s f e l t that there are other factors influencing 
the coumtero On two occasions the onset of the Harmattan was 
preceded by four or five days when the counters recorded a low 
mmber of counts (see LoC* figures for Sceetoura, December 21st to 
2 4 t h and Bokup?, December 2 4 t h to 28th 1 9 6 ^ ) 0 
Further innrestigations are needed to determine the source of these 
and other counts not associated with thundero 
( 4 0 ) 
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( 4 1 ) 
APPEWDIX 1 . (TABLES) 
J F M A J J A S 0 N D TOTAL 
REETOWN 6 6 7 8 1 6 1 9 1 2 1 0 1 7 1 5 1 7 2 1 3 5 
2 0 5 1 1 0 2 5 8 1 7 2 3 1 8 1 0 1 1 0 
4 3 6 4 . 5 1 3 2 2 1 0 5 . 5 1 2 1 9 1 7 . 5 6 1 2 2 . 5 
JMA 3 2 1 0 6 7 7 4 7 7 2 1 4 7 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 1 6 1 2 7 5 5 6 
2 1 0 . 5 0 8 9 . 5 4 . 5 2 . 5 6 . 5 9 . 5 4 . 5 3 5 1 . 5 
JNGI 3 3 5 7 1 9 2 0 1 5 1 0 2 0 1 4 2 2 2 1 4 0 
0 0 0 2 1 9 2 1 9 1 1 2 2 7 2 1 9 1 2 1 
1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 5 4 . 5 1 9 2 0 , 5 1 2 5 . 5 1 6 2 0 . 5 2 1 . 5 5 - ? 1 3 0 . 5 
rssY 4 3 8 6 1 7 1 6 1 0 7 7 5 7 2 9 2 
O (_ 0 1 3 1 7 3 8 1 a 1 3 1 0 6 7 7 
3 1 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 1 7 1 2 9 4 7 . 5 9 8 . 5 4 8 4 . 5 
EWTON 4 5 1 1 8 1 9 1 8 4 1 1 1 9 1 5 2 5 u. 1 4 1 
0 2 3 6 1 3 7 7 2 I 1 3 1 3 7 So 
2 3 . 5 7 7 1 6 1 2 . 5 5 . 5 6 . 5 1 3 1 4 1 9 4 . 5 
1 1 0 . 5 
^STINGS 1 1 5 2 1 0 1 2 3 7 3 9 7 2 6 2 
0 0 0 1 8 1 3 2 2 5 1 2 8 6 5 7 
0 , 5 0 . 5 2 . 5 1 . 5 9 1 2 . 5 2 . 5 4 . 5 4 1 0 . 5 7 . 5 4 5 9 . 5 
SPEL 4 . 6 6 6 1 4 - 1 3 1 7 6 8 7 1 5 1 1 0 3 
0 0 0 2 1 9 2 2 1 2 7 1 0 2 6 1 7 7 1 2 2 
2 3 3 4 1 6 . 5 1 7 . 5 1 4 . 5 6 . 5 9 1 6 . 5 1 6 4 1 1 2 . 5 
^SANKI 4 2 9 1 0 1 5 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 9 1 7 1 7 9 1 6 7 
6 7 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 3 7 1 4 1 5 2 7 2 3 5 
1 6 8 
5 4 . 5 1 0 1 1 1 6 . 5 2 2 1 5 1 7 . 5 1 7 
2 2 2 0 7 . 1 6 7 . 5 
MEBIA 3 2 4 3 1 8 1 6 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 5 1 3 2 1 1 6 
0 2 7 5 2 0 2 4 1 2 3 1 8 2 6 1 6 3 1 4 1 
1 . 5 2 5 . 5 4 1 9 2 0 1 3 7 1 6 . 5 2 0 . 5 1 4 . 5 5 
1 2 8 . 5 
JKUPR 2 0 3 5 1 6 2 0 1 4 1 1 7 1 8 1 3 3 1 1 2 
0 0 3 1 0 2 6 2 9 8 1 5 2 7 3 1 2 6 1 0 
1 8 5 
1 0 3 7 . 5 2 1 2 4 . 5 1 1 n 2 2 2 4 . 5 1 9 . 5 6 . 5 1 4 8 . 5 
DTIFUNK 4 5 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 9 1 2 1 2 1 8 1 5 1 2 3 1 4 0 
0 0 4 7 1 9 2 5 7 3 1 0 2 8 2 3 7 1 3 3 
2 2 . 5 7 8 . 5 1 9 . 5 2 2 9 . 5 7 . 5 1 4 2 1 , 5 1 7 . 5 5 1 3 6 . 5 
MJYA 4 6 9 5 1 1 1 2 7 6 1 1 9 4 2 8 6 
1 0 2 8 2 1 1 6 6 2 1 0 1 1 9 0 8 6 
2 . 5 3 5 . 5 6 . 5 1 6 1 4 6 . 5 4 
1 0 . 5 1 0 6 . 5 1 8 6 
TablQ 80 THUNDERSTORM DAYS - UONTKLY & A?TNUAL TOTALS I 9 6 3 - 1 9 6 4 
(42) 
APPENDIX 1.(TABLES) 
J P M A J.I J J A S 0 IT TOTAL 1 
BONTHE 5 10 14 12 25 20 10 11 18 14 19 9 167 
0 2 3 26 19 5 1 6 27 21 15 129 1 
:?.5 6 9 7.5 25.5 19.5 7.5 6 12 20.5 20 '12 148 1 
LIARM3PA 2 5 10 8 9 13 5 1 8 12 10 0 83 
0 0 4 5 9 15 5 0 12 9 9 1 73 
1 2.5 7 6.5 9 14 5 0.5 10 10.5 9.5 0.5 78 1 
BATKANU 3 1 8 10 22 19 16 16 16 15 15 1 142 
0 0 4 6 16 23 12 5 16 22 14 3 121 
1.5 0.5 6 8 19 21 14 10.5 16 19 14.5 2 131.5 
MATTRU 2 5 11 5 1^ 13 I 11 5 13 0 101 1 
0 2 2 1 19 24 3 0 5 5 2 69 
1 3.5 6.5 3 16.5 18.5 5 7.5 8.5 9 1 85 
LUAWA 4 10 15 11 9 8 26 13 9 8 7 3 123 
1 3 2 5 18 14 10 16 20 23 23 5 140 
2.5 6.5 8.5 8 13.5 11 18 14.5 14.5 15.5 15 4 131.5 
KPETEMA 3 6 9 5 9 8 7 10 3 13 4 0 77 
0 4 2 3 12 15 6 0 8 16 7 2 75 
1.5 5 5.5 4 10.5 11.5 6.5 5 5.5 14.5 5.5 1 76 
SERABU 3 7 9 6 10 12 6 3 12 11 13 1 93 
0 4 5 2 12 14 1 0 9 22 13 12 94 
1.5 5.5 7 4 11 13 3.5 1.5 10.5 16.5 13 6.5 93.5 
NJALA 4 5 8 7 13 15 14 10 15 10 12 4 117 
1 3 0 10 18 12 5 3 8 11 4 84 
2.5 4 4 •3.5 15.5. 13.5 9.5 6.5 11.5 10.5 16.5 4 100.5 
LIAG3URAKA 8 8 14 9 16 12 11 12 6 11 8 0 115 
0 2 6 6 5 13 3 3 5 M 1« 3 78 
4 5 10 . 7.5 10.5 12.5 7 7.5 5.5 12.5 13- 1.5 96.5 
J.TAICENT 4 15 13 10 19 13 11 12 16 20 14 0 137 
0 0 3 5 15 14 2 4 11 30 20 s 112 
2 7.5 8 7.5 17 13.5 6.5 8 13.5 25 17 
A 
- 4 124.5 
TEKO 4 5 15 13 27 21 25 20 25 22 19 1 197 
0 3 18 10 26 7 3 1 8 15 10 8 109 
2 4 16.5 11.5 26.5 14 14 10.5 16.5 13.5 14.5 4.5 153 
PUJEFIUN • 4 3 14 15 19 16 14 9 18 19 17 3 151 
0 0 4 7 22 21 7 0 4 27 23 14 129 
2 1.5 9 11 20.5 18.5 10.5 4.5 1 1 23 20 8.5 140 
Table 8 cent. THUNDERSTORL! DAYS - !.:ONTHLY & ANNUAL T0TAI5 I963 - 1964 
(43) 
APPEHDIX 1o(TABLES) 
J P M A M J J A S 0 N D TOTAL 
TORKA BUIT 3 3 1 3 9 1 8 1 3 8 1 0 1 8 1 4 1 4 2 1 2 5 
1 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 7 3 2 1 1 6 1 0 7 1 
2 3 7 6 1 4 . ! ) 1 3 7 . 5 6 . 5 1 0 1 2 . 5 1 0 9 8 
BO 4 1 2 1 6 1 1 2 2 1 9 2 4 1 3 2 2 2 4 1 8 4 1 8 9 
2 4 1 5 1 5 2 S 2 9 9 3 1 8 3 0 2 5 1 3 1 9 1 
3 8 1 5 . 5 1 3 2 5 2 4 1 6 . 5 8 2 0 2 7 2 1 . 5 8 . 5 1 9 0 
BUMPE 3 7 1 3 7 1 1 1 3 7 4 n 6 1 2 0 9 2 
0 2 2 4 1 3 1 6 
0 0 3 2 0 1 3 0 8 1 
1 . 5 4 . 5 7 . 5 5 . 5 1 2 1 4 . 5 7 . 5 2 6 1 3 1 2 , 5 0 8 6 . 5 
TIKONKO 3 8 1 1 7 1 5 1 2 9 6_ 7 1 9 1 5 2 1 1 4 
1 6 1 5 1 0 2 1 2 5 1 2 
rs 
1 8 2 1 11 p, 1 6 0 
2 7 1 3 8 . 5 1 8 1 8 . 5 1 0 . 5 4 1 2 . : ;• 2 5 1?, 5 1 3 7 
SULIMA 0 0 3 2 8 5 4 5 9 7 1 2 s 6 0 
0 0 2 1 1 9 1 2 2 0 4 1 7 1 4 1 1 8 2 
0 0 2 . 5 1 . 5 1 3 . 5 8 . 5 3 2 . 5 S.l j 1 2 1 3 8 7 1 
KABALA 6 5 9 1 1 1 9 2 2 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 7 6 2 1 4 9 
0 0 6 1 2 1 9 - 2 4 1 5 4 1 6 2 5 1 2 1 3 8 
3 2 . 5 7 . 5 1 1 . 5 1 9 2 3 1 7 . 5 7 . 5 1 8 . 5 2 1 9 3 . 5 1 4 3 . 5 
6 1 5 9 7 2 1 1 4 1 7 6 1 7 1 4 1 0 3 1 3 9 
0 7 9 1 6 2 9 2 4 1 2 1 3 9 2 4 1 5 9 1 6 7 
3 1 1 9 1 1 . 5 2 5 1 9 1 4 . 5 9 . 5 1 3 1 9 1 2 . 5 1 5 3 
DODO 6 1 1 1 19 9 8 1 3 1 5 1 1 1 2 q 1 2 1 
1 5 6 7 1 9 " 1 6 14 1 5 1 2 2 2 1 7 11 1 4 5 
3 . 5 5 8 . 5 1 3 1 4 1 2 1 3 . 5 1 5 1 1 . 5 > 1 7 1 3 7 1 3 3 
SEGBWEIvTA 6 1 0 7 7 1 8 1 2 1 5 7 1 6 1 5 7 2 1 2 2 
1 2 1 2 7 2 1 1 6 6 3 1 2 1 6 1 6 9 1 2 1 
3 . 5 6 9 . 5 7 1 9 . 5 1 4 1 0 . 5 5 1 4 1 5 . 5 1 1 . 5 5 . 5 1 2 1 . 5 
WORDU 6 4 1 0 7 1 8 1 7 1 6 1 1 2 1 1 9 1 1 . 0 1 4 0 
1 4 9 6 1 3 1 1 8 6 1 4 2 3 2 0 1 1 1 2 6 
3 . 5 4 9 . 5 6 . 5 1 5 . 5 1 4 1 2 8 . 5 1 7 . 5 i 2 1 1 5 . 5 5 . 5 1 3 3 
DARU 7 1 5 1 3 1 0 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 4 2 1 2 0 1 0 6 1 8 1 
1 6 1 8 1 1 2 6 2 4 1 1 5 1 7 3 0 2 3 9 1 8 1 
4 1 0 . 5 1 5 . 5 1 0 . 5 2 4 . 5 2 2 . 5 1 6 9 . 5 1 9 2 5 1 6 . 5 7 . ? 
1 8 1 
.JOJOIMA 5 1 5 1 0 1 0 1 5 1 2 1 5 8 1 9 1 4 6 3 1 3 2 
6 8 1 6 3 9 1 1 4 3 1 4 1 6 1 8 
,Q 1 1 0 
2 . 5 1 1 . 5 1 3 6 . 5 1 2 1 1 . 5 9 . 5 
> 
5 . 5 1 6 . 5 1 5 1 2 5 . 5 1 2 1 
Table 8 cento THUWDERSTORl': DAYS - MONTHLY & AITIJUAL TOTALS I 9 6 3 - 1 9 6 4 
(44) 
APPEHDIX 1 o (TABLES) 
J F M A L! J J A 5 0 N D TOTAL 
PEIfDEr.TO 7 10 10 7 18 22 24 25 23 24 9 8 187 
2 2 12 9 21 19 25 29 23 19 13 7 181 
4.5 6 11 8 19.5 20.5 24.5 27 23 21.5 11 7.5 184 
SANDARU 8 18 13 12 23 21 18 9 17 23 12 6 180 
1 6 23 13 19 16 9 5 12 23 17 11 155 
4.5 12 18 12.! 5 21 . 18.5 13.5 7 14.5 23 14.5 167.5 
KAILAHUN 8 17 15 11 24 15 13 6 17 19 • 10 5 152 
1 5 5 9 12 13 2 0 12 27 18 11 119 
4.5 11 12 10 18 14 7.5 3 14.^ ) 23 14 135.5 
J^ EAN / 2.5 4.6 S.O 7.2 16.8 •> • W . J 10.4 7.2 12.8 17.4 13.7 5.1 122 
MONTH 
MEAN io 8.1 16.1 25.8 24.0 54.1 54.4 33.6 23.2 42.^ ; 56.0 45.6 16.3 33.4 
KEY 
1 FREETOWN 1963 1 1964 1 ?JEAN 
Table 8 conto THUNDERSTORM DAYS - HOJITHLY & ANNUAL TOTALS I 9 6 3 - I 9 6 4 
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ETIMTED HAWSE OF E»H«A« LZCmtTQ STROKE COHHTER 
I t was; apparent from the beginning of the s u x v ^ that the couztters 
were operatixtg oyer a greater distance than that f o r which thunder 
coTild be heardo On one occasion, a storm iomiediately east of the 
Colony m i s was being, registered ly the Freetown coTrnter, but was 
met heard a t the counter sitOo 
Whilst the counters are known to have recorded some vezy distant 
storms (s«e page 5 )» i t i s f e l t that i f the number of days during 
which thunder i s reported a t stations 20, 25 and ?0 miles distance 
from each counter i s corxelated with the monthly number of count 
days f o r each covinter, some assessment of the mean range of the 
counters can be madeo 
Although the number of additional T.SoD. stations situated within 
each distance i s small (see Table 15 below), the h i ^ e s t correlation 
between count days and thunderstorm days i s obtained at a distance 
of 20 mls» (Table ^6 ^ pages 71 &72 ) , 
The readings f o r some stations have been omitted from Table 16 o 
This i s because there i s i n s u f f i c i e n t data from stations within the 
diff e r e n t distances from the counterso 
ADDITIOH&L STATIONS 
d B 20 mlSo d a 25 mlSo d ° 30 mlSo 
FBEESXm Lungi, Pepel, ITewton Uaswari 
Goma, K L s s i , 
Lakka, 
Wordu, Ebidu 
































TaUle ADDmOML ToS.D. SIATIOHS I f f RAgGE OF LIGHHSnffG COmiTERS 
(70) 
APPmiX 2o( continued) 
^STH STATIOH COUEIT SAYS THimDEBSTOBEl BAYS 
Local 20 nls. 25 olo» 30 Qlo, 
126i 
IS m i 21 23 24 24 
10 12 12 12 12 
FREETOtJH 27 19 26 28 2® 
TEETOSm 15 20 24 24 24 
EO 21 9 18 18 18 
JULo fBSETOfe^ 26 12 27 27 2® 
17 17 24 24 24 
EO 21 26 29 29 30 
29 10 16 21 21 
20 17 21 211 211 
m 9 15 13 14 IIB 
SBPo 50 17 23 25 25 
YESOJ^ 24 23 25 25 25 
S) 20 22 25 27 27 
FREETOmi 17 15 21 21 21 
75!36mA 25 25 26 26 2^ 
BO 25 23 27 27 27 
14 5 17 17 17 
F B E S O ^ 21 17 23 27 27 
25 25 25 25 25 
SO 11 17 18 18 19 
LAESa 30 4 27 27 2? 
7 1 1 1 • I 
asCo FBEETQ^ 8 2 5 5 3 
21 21 21 21 21 
90 7 4 4 4 4 
17 3 3 3 3 
FBE8T0UH 9 2 3 3 5 
YEBOSia 14 15 15 15 15 
BO 26 2 2 2 15 
LAEKA 7 0 3 3 5 
PBB» 10 0 0 0 2 
S> 29 4 7 7 7 
LAEKA 0 0 0 2 2 
H&EEBI 7 0 3 5 
a&RU 10 6 8 9 9 
7BSBKMS 15 5 6 8 © 
BO 31 15 18 20 20 




AFPSiroiX 2o (cdntinuod) 
STATIOH COWS BAYS TBUSSSBS'SOm MYS 
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FSEEIOVfB 16 15 22 22 22 
26 10 13 14 14 
G O E m e n ^ 0.6 0.62 Oo59 @<>6 
T&ble 16 ooBt. C0RRBLA¥I0Er BSftJEES QOWS MYS AHS T.S.D. AS DIFFEBEBf mSibSSSB 
(72) 
APFEKDIX 3. 
THE WFECT OF TMPERATDRE VABIATIQg OS THE gATJTBAinON QP THE 
E.B0A0 LKail^Jtlflg STROKE COUM'Mt 
Scorn the time of the installation of the f i r s t comiter, i t vas 
apparent that the diuzoal variation of temperature i n Sierra Leone 
was sufficient to seriously affect the calibration of the counter. 
On two occasions the newly erected instrument was correctly 
calibrated diiring the late aftemoone Severe local thundezrstozms 
occurred ^turing^ the following night bat the counter failed to 
registero On testing the instrument on the following morning, i t 
was found to be grossly under calibcatede 
2 « To in^restigate the effect of temperature on the calibration of the 
counter,, an instrument was installed i n the normal way, but without 
the a e r i a l arrays A thermocouple was fixed to the side of the valve 
and valve voltmeters connected so as to measure the test voltage 
applied to the valve when the test button was pressed^ and also the 
calibration voltage siqpplied to the valve from ihe potentiometer P^ , 





Pig. 9 . CONNECTIONS OP THERMOCOUPLE AND VOLTMETERS FOR TEST ON COUNTER 
Elcperience had already shown that i t was most diffic u l t to obtain a 
settizig of the sensitivily control which would give alternate counts 
on pressing l^e test knob at five second intervals. The procedure 
( 7 3 ) 
AFSEKDK 3 (continued) 
sittggested by Ute Federal Committee for Li^trriwg Investigation, 
Sou-Qiern Hhodesia "^^ ^ was therefore usedo This was to press the 
test bttob ten times, at five second intervals, and record the 
number of counts registered by the counter. Ten tests, each 
consisting of ten presses of the test loaob at five second intervals, 
followed by fifteen seconds rest, were given for eadi temperature 
recorded on the thexnocouple. The results are shown in Taible I7 , 
pages 77 & 78 , 
Following a number of such tests i t was found that only a very small 
movement of the sensitiviiy control knob, about 1° arc of movement, 
was sufficient to throw the counter completely off i t s setting. 
The counter calibration unit was then changed to the one shown i n 
Figo 10 e Subsequently i t was found that the counters being used 
(9) 
i n Southern Rhodesia were being modified i n a similar way ^^ 'o The 
results given i n Table 17 were obtained from the counter modified 
i n this irayo 
TO S3 
8 2 0 K 820 K 6 WAY 2 POLE 
8 2 0 K 820 K ROTARY SWITCH 
8 2 0 K . 820 K TO REPLACE PI 
8 20 K PQ'T' 8 20 K 
8 20 K ^1 * ~ 8 20 K 
TO « J TOR8 17--
Pig. TO. MODIFIED CALIBRATION CIRCUIT POR COUNTER 
(74) 
AFFENiDIX 3 (contixxued) 
5o Rrrther' study of Tsible 17 shows; the wide -roriation in the number 
of counts obtained from successiive tests ozn an apparently correctly 
calibrated instrument* An average standard deviation ( o-^  ) of 
2o2 suggests that any count of between three or seven out of ten 
should be accepted as a correct counto 
In an attempt to reduce this variation i n the number of counts 
recorded during each test, a small neon lamp was placed i n contact 
with the valve so as to strengthen the ionization taking, place i n 
the valve ^^ o^ Ihe effect of this was to reduce a to 0o5 and make 
m 
uniform calibration much easier to obtaino The last five records 
i n !ISsLble n were obtained i n this way, 
6* She gcaph of temperature of the valve plotted against the sum of the 
test voltage and the potentiometer voltage i s shown i n Pig. 11 , 
page 79 o The graph appears to consist of two straight lines which 
intersect a t the point T •> 26^C» On three occasions when tests were 
carried out at this temperature, i t was impossible to obtain a 
correct setting of the sensitivily control. Either the counter 
counted ten out of ten tests or none out of ten tests. 
7a CORCLUSIORS 
a. The counter must be calibrated vhen the temperature i s lowo This 
w i l l mean that i t w i l l be over-sensitive during the warmer parts of 
the day, but that i t w i l l record lightning during storms i n the 
(75) 
AFPElilDIX 3 (continued) 
nig^t when temperatures are lowero 
The temperatures measured inside the counter housing during December 
1 9 6 3 and Janiiary I 9 6 4 weres-
MmMOM Mean 54°C Highest 59°C Lowest 30°C 
MENIMnM ^fean 20°C Highest 23°C Lowest 17**C 
Uean diurnal range 14°C 
The inclusion of a neon lamp, placed close to the valve, enables a 
more accurate calibration to be achieved. I t i s then possible to 
register alteimte test impulses. However, because of the drcdn 
on the batteries resulting from the inclusion of the neon lamp i n 
the c i r c u i t , this procedure was not adopted for the operational 
counters. 
( 7 6 ) 
A P P E M S 3o (o0B$iEsacsd) 
5 . ® 5b8 5.78 5.8 5.8 5o8 5 . ® 5.8 5 . 7 5 . 7 5.62 5o62 
35.6 35.2 36,0 36,2 3 5 . 8 3 5 . 3 3 6 , 0 5 6 0 0 3 5 . 9 3 5 o l 3 § . a ?5o2 
24<,0 32o9 26,0 26o0 25oO 25oO 2 9 . 0 2 4 . 3 25.0 2 5 . 0 2 5 . 2 2 7 o © 
5 6 6 6 7 7 7 6 5 6 4 e 5 0 0 3 4 7 7 5 6 9 5 
e 5 6 0 0 © 8 7 6 7 5 9 @ 
9 9 7 0 0 9 8 8 8 5 0 8 6 
]3 9 8 0 0 9 8 9 10 5 0 8 7 
P 9 1 0 0 9 10 10 7 8 3 7 6 
6 8 9 0 0 10 4 10 7 8 0 6 0 
H 9 7 0 0 10 9 10 10 7 2 8 7 
X 4 9 0 0 10 6 9 7 8 3 9 4 
J 8 10 0 0 10 6 5 9 1 5 7 6 
6,6 6,® 0,6 0 ,5 8,4 7.0 8,2 7.8 6.0 2 . 9 7 . 7 6,3 
& 2 .9 2 ,5 X 2,2 1 .9 1,6 1.3 2.0 2 . 2 1.1 1.4 
, TSSPo 24.8 32,1 26,0 26,0 25.0 25.1 2 9 . 0 2 5 . 0 2 5 . 0 2 5 , 0 26,0 28^ 0 
3 TEMP, 2 4 . 4 32,5 26,0 26,0 25,0 2 5 . 0 2 9 . 0 2 4 . 6 2 5 . 0 2 5 , 0 2 5 . 6 2 7 . 5 
^ m s i 41.4 41.0 41.8 42,0 41.6 41.1 41,8 41.8 4 1 . 6 4 0 . 8 41.7 4 0 , Q 
z S X Z S Z J 
? 70LTS, 5.t 5 . 7 5 . 7 5o6 5o6 5.6 5 . 7 5.6 5 . 7 5 . 7 5 . 6 5.6 
VOLTS. 35.0 3 5 . 1 36,0 35.0 3 4 . 9 35.2 36,1 35.1 35.1 3561 34.5 3 5 . 0 
P,TBff. 34.0 29.0 2 3 . 9 31.1 32,0 2 9 , 8 2 3 . 8 3 2 . 6 2 9 . 1 33.8 28.5 28,1 
A 5 7 6 6 5 3 5 6 4 5 5 7 
B 1 3 7 4 8 9 8 5 8 7 8 4 
C 7 9 8 8 6 7 2 3 3 4 1 8 
9 3 0 4 4 7 8 4 6 0 0 7 8 
S 5 2 6 8 7 9 6 9 3 5 7 © 6 F 1 1 8 8 4 6 7 8 3 6 6 
6 2 4 1 8 1 5 9 7 2 3 1 f 
. I 8 2 7 6 5 8 9 3 8 6 7 © 
I 0 9 3 6 2 6 9 4 4 4 1 0 
J 2 0 8 8 6 5 8 7 7 3 4 _ 0 
i &>WSS 3 . 4 3 . 7 5 . ® 6,6 4 .9 6 , 6 6 . 7 5<>8 4.2 4 . S 4 o 7 5 b 8 
9 2 , 6 3 . 5 2,3 1 ,6 2 , 2 ' 1 .9 2.3 1 .9 2 , 5 1 .9 2 , 6 %2 
34.0 29.0 24.0 31.7 3 2 , 0 2 9 . 8 2 4 . 0 33.0 2 9 , 0 33.8 28.9 28.1 
r TBip. 34.0 29,0 23.9 31.4 3 2 , 0 2 9 , 8 2 3 . 9 3 2 , 8 2 9 . 0 33.8 28.7 28,1 
^ VOLTS, 46.6 40.8 41.7 40.6 4 0 . 5 4 0 , 8 4 1 . 8 4 0 . 7 4 0 . 8 4 0 . 8 4 0 . 1 4 0 . 7 
Table 1 7 . SBHSISmTI COHTHOL ABD TEffHlATORB VAHIATIOB 
( 7 7 ) 
APPE3BI2 3.(c0ntiKtaofi). ' 
5 o 7 5 . 7 5 . 5 5 - 4 5*3 5 . 3 5 . 3 
i?o m s s . 3 5 » 0 3 5 o 9 3 6 , 2 3 6 . 1 3 5 . 5 3 6 . 0 3 6 , 0 
3 0 . 0 2 6 . 0 2 3 . 1 24o3 3 5 . 0 2 6 . 4 3 1 . 0 
A 3 4 6 5 5 5 5 Q 4 0 7 5 4 5 5 e 4 1 6 5 5 5 5 
9 3 0 5 5 5 5 4 E 8 0 5 5 5 5 5 
4 0 TSBSB 6 4 4 4 5 
6 1 0 6 3 5 4 5 
la. 3 0 LAHP 6 3 5 4 5 I 7 0 5 3 5 3 5 J 8 0 nr 5 3 5 2 5 
!^ COUB? 4 . 5 0 . 5 posmoQ. 5 . 7 4 . 1 4.8 4 . 2 4 . 9 
<r 2 . 2 X 0 . 6 0 . 9 0 . 4 0 , 3 0 . 3 
7. TB3P. 3 0 . 0 2 3 o 9 2 4 . 9 3 4 . 2 2 7 . 4 3 1 . 0 
ID SH3P. 5 0 . 0 ° 2 . 2 2 3 o 5 2 4 . 6 34.6 2 6 . 9 3 1 . 0 
.'UOI.SS. 40 . 7 41 . 7 4 1 . 4 40.8 4 1 . 3 41 .3 
X 
D 0 . 5 
Table 17 oent. S ^ I S I T m (XBTBOL MD TBIPEBATDRS VARIATIOir 
Sie V9ltag« aesses th« petantioQQtor i s a Q O O C U T ® «f the oottizag of the s e s w i t i v i ^ 
doatrel Imob. Eewavos, oinee tho tost ^ I t a g e did ast rwoaiB eenataat threnghemt 
I toats, tho total valtege applied to the grid of tho valve i s used i a plottisg the 
tph alMWD in Fig, ' 
( 7 8 ) 

























HDPBEY LIGHTNING COUNT RATE FOR EREETOWU 
1« At the FREETOWN station an event recorder was operated i n conjunction 
with the l i ^ t n i n g counter- for part of the period under review. 
With this instrument the recording of each l i ^ t n i n g count vras 
registered, on a rotating strip of paper. Althou^ this was 
functioning only during the period November I 9 6 3 to Miarch 1964; the 
hourly count rates shown i n Table 18 , pages82 & 83 , can be used 
to describe the pattern of storms i n this season of the year. 
2, Table 19 shows the mean hourly count rates for the period and the 
graphs (Fig. 12 p page 85 ) underline the presence of heavy storms 
ini the late hours of the day and the early hours of the morning. 
Whilst the Freetown counter was registering some counts f a i r l y 
regularly during the hours I6OO - 0800 hrs. (Fig. 12c )^ the 
magnitude of the counts was highest during the period 0200 «> O3OO hrs, 
(Figw 12b )o This illustrates the presence of the *bush-washing* 
storms experienced at this time of the yeare When a graph of Total 
count / count hour i s drawn (Fig. 12d ) this becomes even more apparent. 
3o An analysis of seven h e a ^ storms which occurred at Freetown during 
November I965 i s ^ ven i n Table 20 , page 87 . 
So Storms A, Bp C and D are of a similar pattern with the counter 
beginning to register six or seven hours before the peak of the storm 
reaches the counter and continuing to register for a similar period 
after laie storm centre has passed over. In each case over 35?^ of 
(80) 
APPMLIX. 4 (continued) 
the lightning strokes counted are registered i n the peak hour and 
tiie preceding hour. 
Storms Ep F and G are of a different iype - but one which i s often 
experienced i n Sierra Leone. The storm reaches a sudden very high 
peak and then ceases abruptly. I n storm E almost 60^ of the count 
was i n one hour, between 0200 and 0300 hrs. and Hie counter ceased 
to register after the next thir-fy minutes. Fig. 13 , page 88 p 
shows; the event recorder chart for the period of this storm. 
I t i s regrettable that this event recorder was not operational for 
a greater part of the review and that more of these instruments were 
not available. The reasons, for this illustrate the difficulties 
met i n a s u r v ^ of this nature. Only vezy limited funds are 
available for the purchase of equipment and i t i s veiy difficult to 
obtain spare parts. I n any future work of this kind i t i s to be 
hox>ed that sufficient stocks of spare parts w i l l be carried so that 
-&e recordings can be continued without intarruption. 
(81) 
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APPMBIX 4o (eoatiaiaoa) 
Q/o THUMPER HgA^D / HOUR 
ALL STATIONS NOV.63, 
J A N . - MAR.il4. 
03 04 06 OS lO 
OO OO OO OO OO 
13 14 16 18 20 22 24 
OO 00 OO OO 0 0 0 0 eoms. 
•/o TOTAL LIGHTNING COUNT / HOUR 
FREETOWN NOV. 63, 
JAN.-MAR.'64. 
0 
oa 04 06 08 
OO OO OO OO 
10 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 
OO OO OO eo OO OO 00 OOHI^IS. 
l A T I O N O F L I I G H T 
C O U N T S - F R E E T O W N 
(85) 
AFPmn 4. (eeatiBood) 
COUNT HOURS / HOUR 
FREETOWN NOV. 63 




OO 0 0 HRS. 
•»/o COUNT / COUNT HOUR 
FREETOWN NOV. 33, 
JAN.-MAR. '64. 
r 
03 04 06 OS 10 13 14 Id l@ 20 22 24 
OO OO OO OO OO 0 0 OO OO 00 0 0 00 OO MRS. 
FHaD^coNT .DlURCMAL V A ^ O A T I O N O F LOGHTNDW^ 
C O U N T S « F (? iEETOWN 
(86) 
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APPEHDIX 4. . (eon.tlnued) 
©100 hra. count i n hour ° 33 
1 1 
2400 hrs. 
tall D l I I i i ! I 
il 
I I I tai iM » 0 
0200 hrs. count i n hour = 65 0100 hrs. 
T 
W o «QtiK:|'iiiD!3oii|oiB(ioi4iai| Dopnoii] }QlO BllUM.Ml|IGI n d i i q Dl inpnif Q^r 
0300 hrs. count i n hour =351 0200 hrs. 
! I > i i | i i { < i .1 D|in 
J \ L 
i ! 1 i 
0400 hrs. count i n hour = 72 0300 hrs. 
SPEED OP CHAHT ° 6" / hour. 
Pig. 13o EVEWT RECORDER CHART FOR 2400 - O4OO hrs. Preetcwn, 7th,Hov.l963 
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